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 Women and the

 Designed Environment:
 Dealing with Difference

 JOS BOYS

 Concentration on the ivoman/man-home/ivork divide as a

 major factor in shaping the designed environment has its problems.
 All too often it emphasizes the middle-class ideal, while ignoring

 or marginalizing issues of class, race and culture.

 Back in the late 1970s, some women
 working as architects, designers, planners
 and geographers became increasingly
 aware of problems in many of the beliefs
 held by professionals about how to design
 the built environment.

 Through a series of conferences, articles
 and books1 they began to examine critically
 the underlying assumptions of much
 professional theory and practice. They
 exposed how it consistently ignored,
 marginalized or devalued the experiences
 of women using the designed environment
 and began to show the ways in which
 women were disadvantaged in their use of
 our man-made surroundings compared to
 men.

 In Britain, much pioneering work was
 undertaken by groups such as the Women
 and Geography Study Group, the GLC
 organized Women and Planning Group and
 Matrix, a feminist architectural practice and
 research network. This work built on a

 much wider body of research - mainly from
 feminists working on sociology or social
 history2. The major concern was to
 understand the historical processes by
 which the home and home life had come to

 be physically separated from the workplace
 and public life during the Victorian period
 and to see the effects of this division on

 contemporary experiences for women and
 men.

 This work has been very important in
 revealing the extent to which the middle
 class ideal of a non-working wife and a
 home physically removed from the city to a
 leafy suburb had an impact on the
 development of planning and architecture
 in Britain. It has shown its effects on the

 Arts and Crafts movement, and on Garden
 City and New Town planning principles.
 And it has shown how different are the

 realities for women living this suburban life
 compared to the ideal. It has shown how
 complicated and contradictory the ideal is
 for women as they combine the real work of
 housework and caring for others with, in
 many cases, the necessities of paid
 employment. It has highlighted the
 difficulties for many women when the
 pleasures of family life may also result in
 isolation and exhaustion.

 However, I want to suggest that this
 concentration on the woman/man-home/

 work divide as a major factor in shaping our
 designed environment also has its
 problems. I want to show that it sometimes
 prevents us from developing a clearer
 understanding of the relationship between
 all women and the designed environment -
 an understanding that deals explicitly and
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 centrally with the differences between
 groups of women in society as well as their
 similarities. All too often the concentration

 on the growth of the middle-class ideal by
 feminist architects, planners and
 geographers has ignored or marginalized
 crucial issues of class, race and culture.

 It has done this in three ways. First, in
 focusing on the eighteenth- and nineteenth
 century shift in English middle-class values
 which sought to separate private from
 public life and to allocate women to the
 private realm, this work has only
 investigated one of the many ideals, myths
 and stereotypes about women and men in
 popular circulation during the nineteenth
 and twentieth centuries. Crucially, myths
 and stereotypes about working-class and
 black women have often been constructed

 as the opposite of the ideal offered up to
 middle-class women, and have therefore
 had different effects and contradictions for
 these women.

 Second, the concept of the home/work
 women/men split is often seen as adequate
 explanation for changes in the shape of the
 designed environment. It seems to provide
 a simple answer for connecting shifts in
 social structure with shifts in physical
 environment, precisely because it was (and
 is) a social ideal with a spatial dimension.
 But, in fact, the reality is much more
 complex, both in the effects of actual
 production processes on this middle-class
 ideal (changing land and housing markets,
 shifts in the construction industries and the

 design professions, the role of the state etc)
 and in the considerable variety produced by
 its interaction with individual consumers,
 who were themselves constrained by such
 factors as finance and location.

 Third, the focus on the problems of the
 'suburban housewife', whilst highlighting
 some extremely important issues, has
 limited the range of options proposed for
 thinking afresh by professional architects,
 planners and geographers about how to
 design the built environment so as to take

 into account the needs of women. I will

 now look at each of these issues in greater
 detail in the hope that it will begin to throw
 up new areas of investigation which deal
 constructively with difference.

 Whose History?

 Not surprisingly the home/work
 women/men ideal had a special resonance
 to the mainly white, middle-class women
 active in the North American and British
 feminist movements of the 1970s. For

 women like myself who had a suburban
 childhood in the 1950s and 1960s and had

 seen both the pleasures and problems it
 gave to my mother's generation,
 understanding these Victorian beginnings
 to the 'Angel in the House' myth helped
 explain many personal experiences. What is
 more, increased opportunities in higher
 education for middle-class women like

 myself soon turned the gap between my
 aspirations and the 'perfect wife and
 mother' model into a chasm full of tensions

 and contradictions that needed examining.
 But in focusing almost exclusively on the

 history of middle-class women - and then
 in assuming thai those experiences could be
 generalized without difficulty to explain the
 history of all women - we were guilty of
 ignoring and devaluing the histories of
 others, particularly working-class, black
 and third world women. In making
 generalizations about 'women' that ignored
 differences of class, race, age, sexuality,
 mobility or location we were guilty of
 imposing our own assumptions on others.

 Since the 1970s women excluded by this
 white middle-class feminism have been

 voicing their concerns and interests and
 have challenged its underlying
 assumptions (see for example Davis, 1982;
 Hooks, 1982; Grewal et al., 1988; Carby,
 1982; Burnett et al., 1989). Whilst this work
 has had some impact on feminist writing
 generally, it seems to have had little effect
 on much academic work about women and
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 the built environment. It has had an effect

 on studies of how different groups of
 women use the designed environment -
 particularly since the work of the GLC3 -
 but this had tended just to be 'added on' to
 what has become a standard history of the
 development of towns and cities, centres
 and suburbs and of the middle-class ideal.

 Instead of, for example, examining the
 complex processes by which successive
 waves of immigrants into Britain both
 attempted to 'place' themselves socially,
 culturally and physically and found
 themselves 'placed' by racism, we resort to
 neutral definitions of different cultural

 'needs'. Instead of exploring the histories of
 both the ghetto and the suburb and of
 seeing the similarities and differences of
 experience for various groups of women,
 we still concentrate on 'design' differences -
 on the cultural and/or religious cooking and
 bathing habits of Asians for example, or the
 'tendency' of some ethnic groups to large or
 extended families.

 How then can we broaden our

 understanding of the historical shaping of
 the built environment so as to take into

 account the histories of different groups of
 women? A starting point is to examine the
 range of ideals, myths and stereotypes
 about different groups of women that have
 had a popular resonance over the last two
 centuries. Much work has already been
 done by black women, by lesbians, by
 working-class or by older women, and by
 women with disabilities, analysing and
 challenging ideas about themselves. These
 ideas have often been constructed in

 opposition to the white middle-class ideal -
 for example, images of black and working
 class women as 'naturally' fitted to manual
 labour or as slovenly and sexually available.
 Working-class women, writing in The

 Common Thread (Burnett et al., 1989), list
 some of those assumptions - 'stereotypes
 presenting us as loud, inferior, scatty,
 stupid, more bigoted, more violent,
 incapable of taking decisions and ultimately

 without value' and challenge the
 caricatures. 'Working-class women are not
 all Flo Capp, Hilda Ogden, Vera
 Duckworth or Miners' wives. Some of us

 live in seemingly permanent poverty. Some
 of us have relatively good jobs and a
 reasonable standard of living. Many of us
 have been denied access to education and
 resources. Some have overcome these

 obstacles but never without a struggle,
 without sacrifice and difficult choices.' Bell
 Hooks in her book Ain't I a Woman: Black
 Women and Feminism describes the

 stereotypes used by white men and women
 about women of African or West Indian

 descent such as the all-powerful female
 matriarch figure or Amazon who dominates
 men and is physically strong and powerful
 (Hooks, 1982). She also suggests:

 While the matriarchy myth and the myth of the
 Black Amazon have as their core ingredient an
 image of woman as active, powerful being, the
 stereotypical image of Aunt Jemima depicted the
 black woman as passive, long-suffering and
 submissive... Her greatest virtue was, of course,
 her love for white folk whom she willingly and
 passively served ... (Hooks, 1982, pp. 84-85).

 These other stereotypes need to be
 examined by those concerned with the
 relationship between gender and the built
 environment alongside the image of 'The
 Angel in the House'. In some cases, these
 stereotypes have had a clear impact on
 design. This is particularly evident in the
 case of the design of working-class houses
 and flats, and the facilities provided in
 working-class neighbourhoods. For
 example, running concurrently with images
 of the white working-class woman in 1960s
 England as a bad housewife and mother
 compared to the middle-class ideal, were a
 set of ideas about the importance of
 working-class women 'with a heart of gold'
 as the centre of local community life. These
 ideas helped reinforce an image of the
 dense urban environment as an ideal for

 working-class women in 1950s Britain, set
 in deliberate opposition to the perceived
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 monotony of middle-class suburbia (Boys,
 1984, 1989). It also had an effect on the
 types of environment provided, with their
 'streets in the air' and 'rugged' atmosphere
 - both seen as reflecting working-class
 values. This took place within a context
 where the white middle-class ideal of non

 working suburban housewife did have
 considerable popular resonance, but with
 different meanings to women daily
 experiencing appalling housing conditions
 and poverty compared to the relative luxury
 of middle-class life.

 Analysis of the influence of stereotypes of
 black women on the design of the built
 environment has been neglected. In
 America this may be an important avenue
 to explore. In Britain, it seems probable that
 until recently, architects and designers have
 ignored both the real and mythical
 differences between West Indian, Asian
 and white women. Today, however, there
 is a danger that in an attempt to meet
 demands for sensitivity to differences
 between people some designers and
 architects will use racial stereotypes.

 Once recognized, these stereotypes need
 as much challenging as the 'Angel in the
 House' model has had. Designers must not
 make assumptions that working-class
 women are 'poor but happy', or that West
 Indian families are always run by women or
 that Asian women are submissive. This

 means listening properly to the experiences
 of different groups of women. This requires
 feminist designers and academics to
 question not just male-dominated
 assumptions about what are appropriate
 designs for the built environment, but also
 white middle-class women's assumptions
 about what is wrong with it. For example,
 many feminists have seen the struggle as
 unproblematically against an image for
 women of dependency, passivity and the
 role model of wife and mother, tied to the
 home. Whilst these struggles are important,
 they also need to be set against the
 experiences of black and working-class

 women where the women/home/private
 and men/work/public divide has had a
 much more contradictory and ambivalent
 effect. In Charity the Journey (Grewal et ah,
 1988), written by black and third world
 women in Britain, the predominant image
 is not of home as a place to be escaped
 from, but of the pressures of movement:

 Migrants, forced to leave because of the
 economic and/or political effects of colonial
 subjugation, came seeking refuge from political
 torture or daily poverty or both. Yet others came
 in search of some educational or 'cultural'

 sustenance, a produce supposedly available in
 what had always been called the 'Motherland'...
 Thus began the business of transforming
 transplanted ways of being, seeing and living -
 ways of life both determined by, and opposed to
 colonial domination - into a 'Black British' way
 of being ...

 Ours then is a journey - a geographical, social
 and political journey from the present to the
 past, from the past to the future - shifting in
 space and time as required - in the hope that the
 material reality which is the substance of the
 'idea' may be preserved and transcended for,
 and by, our future development. (Grewal et al.,
 1988, pp. 1-2.)

 Hazel Carby in her article 'White women
 listen!' challenges the concept of women's
 'dependency' on men when women may be
 heads of household or where men are
 unable to find work because of racism

 (Carby, 1982). In addition, she shows that
 for black women, historically, images of
 female domesticity and motherhood have
 been constructed around their caring for
 white families, not their own. With this
 background, many black women's
 understanding of the home and its values
 may differ from that of many white women.
 To deal with all of this leads to a much more

 complex (but more interesting) picture of
 shifts in social structure than simplistic
 home/work-women/men divisions and it

 can give more clues to a variety of ways to
 design improvements to the built
 environment. Shaheen Haque argues that
 British architecture has, in the main,
 concentrated on western models for design
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 and gives an example of an arts education
 project she has worked on:

 The design brief was to link up the spaces in the
 building with walkways. The walkways had
 been designed by white male architects in a very
 traditional way. After studying models from
 India, I have been able to persuade the design
 team to use these models in the design,
 convincing them of their viability and
 appropriateness (Haque, 1988).

 Whose Environments?

 A broader understanding of the complex
 factors influencing the design of the built
 environment also enables the examination

 of issues of gender, race and class in places
 other than the home - challenging
 stereotypes of different women at work, in
 public places and as part of local and other
 communities.

 The problem with a history of the
 designed environment that uses the
 increasing separation of home from
 workplace as the main explanation for
 change (or at least change relevant to
 women) is that it marginalizes other major
 design shifts such as attitudes to civic
 design, for example, or welfare buildings.
 There are three interconnected issues here

 concerned with explaining environments
 other than the suburban home.

 First, many design proposals by
 architects and planners may not deal
 explicitly with gender, but use instead
 concepts of, say, function or objectivity.
 These nonetheless often have a different

 impact on most women compared to most
 men. As Attfield has written about

 modernism, for example:

 The ideology of the separate spheres assigns the
 technist/functional mode in which are included

 engineering and science to the male realm of
 production which is seen as determining,
 instrumental and therefore somehow 'real'.
 (Attfield, 1985)

 The same process of ideas places social and
 emotional experience in the realm of the
 subjective, and decoration and style in the

 realm of the feminine, the trivial and
 (dangerously) frivolous.

 Second, many designers' and planners'
 ideas may deal explicitly with issues of class
 or household type or age (or, much more
 infrequently, ethnicity) whilst ignoring
 gender. Again, these assumptions have
 shaped the built environment in ways
 which affect men and women differently.
 For example, as some authors have shown,
 the designed environments for old age
 which, until recently, have been mainly the
 bedsit and the residential home, are much
 more likely to be inhabited by women (see,
 for example, MacDonald and Rich, 1986;
 Willcocks et al., 1986). There is still a history
 to be written of the shifts in assumptions
 and beliefs about the elderly as reflected in
 the environments provided for them; this
 history will be incomplete without a gender
 as well as a class and race dimension.

 Third, and perhaps most obviously,
 major shifts in the shape of the designed
 environment are not the straightforward
 result of architects' and planners'
 intentions, but are translated through a
 land and development market with its own
 complexities and tensions, and motivated
 by profit. Not surprisingly the 'explanation'
 of the home/work-women/men divide has

 had a tremendous pull for designers and
 planners concerned to relate issues of
 gender to the built environment because of
 the way it makes a direct but implicit
 association between particular social values
 and the appropriate physical environments
 to contain them. Here, unfortunately, the
 ideal is too often mistaken for the reality. In
 fact the connection between social values

 and physical environments is much more
 messy and complicated. It is also
 historically and geographically specific and
 cannot merely be generalized from
 particular examples. A considerable
 amount of valuable research has been

 recently undertaken by social and feminist
 historians on the changing position of
 women, which also deals carefully and
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 clearly with issues such as class, race and
 culture. However, we are in danger of
 making histories of the designed
 environment just by association (that is by
 seeing any one environment as merely
 reflecting this social structure). This is not
 an explanation. It does not examine the
 specific mechanisms by which some social
 values, norms and beliefs were translated
 and transformed into physical buildings
 and places, in specific historical and
 geographical circumstances and by
 different social and economic groups.

 This is important to any study which
 attempts to deal centrally and seriously
 with the interrelationships between gender,
 class, race etc., and the design of the built
 environment. First, it resists any tendency
 to oversimplification which may exclude or
 marginalize some groups of women.
 Second, it deliberately shifts the designers'
 and planners' intentions from centre stage
 so that these can be examined as part of a
 wider process. Third, it breaks the
 simplistic assumption connecting social
 change with design change. This enables a
 wider examination of social values, norms

 and beliefs which may not at first seem to
 have a physical dimension but which
 nonetheless have had an impact on our
 physical surroundings. It offers an
 alternative approach to the kind of study
 prevalent in architecture and planning
 which investigates social problems and
 then moves on to design solutions.

 Whose Solutions?

 There has been a considerable amount of

 work recently on ways of improving the
 designed environment to meet the needs of
 women better - although its impact on
 mainstream architectural and planning
 practice has been minimal. In the
 publications of some local authority Women
 and Planning Groups and The Women's
 Design Service,4 practical advice is offered on
 everything from public toilet design to

 development control practices. Most of this
 work has been careful to examine the

 different needs of different groups of
 women and not merely to focus on the
 stereotypical housewife and mother.

 However, valuable as this work has been,
 it has operated separately from academic
 historical and theoretical studies concerned

 with the designed environment. In fact it
 increasingly seems as if the whole area of
 gender and design is no longer moving
 forward. Whilst there are some very good
 individual studies being produced (see, for
 example, Mackenzie, 1990; Putman and
 Newton, 1990; Roberts 1991), both the
 theoretical frameworks and the

 campaigning are beginning to lag. Of
 course this is partly due to wider shifts in
 society, which have affected both the role
 and direction of feminism and have

 changed the intentions and realities for
 planners, architects and academics.
 However, I suggest that it is also due to the
 continuing monopoly of the historical
 home/work-women/men divide as the

 major factor in explaining both the position
 of women in contemporary society and the
 gender dimension in the environments that
 surround us.

 To move on we need to develop a much
 richer history of the built environment as a
 shifting and contested response by
 designers to issues not just of gender but
 also of class, culture and national identity.
 We need to see it as the patterning and
 repatterning of social and economic
 inequalities - where an ideal of physically
 separating home and work was one of
 many values and beliefs. We need to be able
 to explain precisely the ways in which some
 of these were translated into physical
 design by tying them to the realities of the
 construction industries and the design
 professions. We also need to examine the
 resulting environments critically in relation
 to different groups of women and men,
 looking both quantitatively and
 qualitatively at the way different groups of
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 women and men use these environments.

 Such a development is important not for
 merely 'academic' reasons but because it
 will enable the resurfacing of some key
 issues for the designed environment in
 Britain as we go into the 1990s.

 First, it insists on recognizing the
 essential difference between middle-class

 and working-class women's income, and is
 interested in seeing the different effects this
 has on designed environments provided,
 on choice and access to a range of
 environments and in the use of and

 response to those environments. Controls
 over minimum space standards have gone
 out of favour. Perhaps now is the time to
 devise new space standards for both private
 and public building which improve the
 designed environment for the poorest
 sections of society.
 Second, it proposes that both academics

 and practitioners do not rely on simple
 generalizations to relate the design of the
 built environment to social patterns - do
 not merely indulge in new stereotypes to
 'explain' the position of women today, or
 simplistic architectural and planning
 devices to express those stereotypes.

 Third, it argue that architects, planners
 and academics will have to come to grips
 with the realities of an extremely complex
 patterning of social values, norms and
 beliefs, and learn to listen seriously to those
 most disadvantaged and marginalized in
 our society rather than merely generalize
 from their own (limited) experience and
 assumptions.

 NOTES

 1. Initial key work, mainly from North
 America, included: Signs (1980); Wekerle et al.
 (1980); Hayden (1980). This was added to by
 British books such as Matrix Book Group (1984);
 Women and Geography Study Group of the IBG
 (1984); see also Bowlby (1984).

 2. This included Betty Friedan's The Feminist
 Mystique from the United States and the work of

 Catherine Hall, Leonore Davidoff and Shiela
 Rowbotham in the UK.

 3. The Women's Unit of the Greater London

 Council, up to its demise in 1985, published
 guides on Building for Childcare and on Women
 and Planning and Race and Planning.

 4. See, for example, At Women's Convenience,
 Women and Safety on Housing Estates, It's not all
 Swings and Roundabouts, Shoppers' Creches,
 Thinking of Small Children - Access, Provision and
 Play, Lesbians and Transport. All available from
 Women's Design Service, The Print House, 18
 Ashwin Street, London E8 3DL.
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